Indications of Climate Regime shifts in the Middle Adriatic Sea
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INTRODUCTION

The Adriatic Sea, as adjacent sea of the greater Mediterranean Sea, is under direct influence of atmospheric processes and their variability. Cold deep water formed under strong winter outbursts of Bura wind in the Northern Adriatic plays crucial role in the overall Adriatic circulation. Interannual variability of temperature and salinity in the Adriatic Sea is firstly interplay of Northern Adriatic Dense water (NAdDW) formation and intrusions of Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW) (BULJAN, 1953; ZORE-ARMANDA, 1963; VILIBIĆ & ORLIĆ, 2001). The LIW continuously enters the Adriatic in the intermediate layer but with variable intensity depending on wider scale atmospheric conditions (ZORE-ARMANDA, 1972; GRBEC et al., 1998), which are of global character.

It is supposed that El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) was one of the mechanisms that in 1977 have caused the change from one climate regime to another all over the world seas. The change was recorded in a number of abiotic and biotic oceanic parameters (MILLER et al., 1994; MANTUA et al., 1997; NEWMAN et al., 2003; HSIEH et al., 2005). The changes in the atmosphere and ocean between 1977 and 1989 were so intense that hundreds of marine parameters (31 abiotic and 69 biotic) have shown synchronous shift (HARE & MANTUA, 2000). Climate shift was attributed to fluctuations of atmospheric and oceanographic structures like ENSO and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). In the period 1987-1988 strong El Niño phase switched very fast to a strong La Niña phase in the period 1988-1999 (SCHWING et al., 2002); this change was fastest in the last 100 years. It is supposed that these fast changes triggered atmospheric and oceanic shift to a new climate state, after which the system did not return to a state before 1977 but shifted to a new regime (PETERSON & SCHWING, 2003).

Applying sequential t-test analysis for regime shift detection on 52 years (period 1963-2004) of continuous summer thermohaline data at the three ocean stations in the Adriatic Sea, the two shifts in sea temperature were evidenced, around 1987 and 1998. These shifts separated three climate regimes, where the first climate regime is rather similar to the third one. The first climate regime (1963-1986) is characterized by moderate temperatures and rather high salinities. The first shift occurred in 1987, triggering the second climate regime, influenced by East Mediterranean Transient (EMT). The temperature and salinity in the Adriatic in the second climate regime were lower for one standard deviation than in the previous regime. In the third regime, after second shift the temperatures and salinities abruptly increased. All these conditions were influenced by changes in wind field pattern over the Mediterranean.
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Climate state in the Pacific Ocean oscillates between warm and cold phases. The PDO switched phases in 1925, 1945-1946, 1976-1977, 1988-1989 and 1997-1998 (MANTUA & HARE, 2002; OVERLAND et al., 2008). The change of climate regimes of Pacific Ocean as the greatest ocean, influence the climate in the whole Earth, e.g. have global character. The evidences are found all over the world from the Pacific to other oceans and seas, the Northern Atlantic, Bering Sea and Baltic Sea as well as in the Mediterranean including the Adriatic Sea. For geographical reasons, the European seas are influenced by different climate impacts: from mid latitude and sub-tropical variability to sporadic intrusions of polar air mass. European climate variability is highly related to large scale pressure centres distribution, which also influence the Adriatic Sea atmospheric variability as well as variability of the marine ecosystem (biotic and abiotic) (GRBEC et al., 2007; GRBEC et al., 2009).

The most significant changes in the Adriatic Sea temperature occurred in 1980, 1987 and 1999 and are associated to cold winters. As already stated, cold winters are in favour of formation of NAdDW, which regulates LIW intrusions from the Mediterranean. In late eighties the East Mediterranean Transient (EMT; KLEIN et al., 1999) occurred and the Adriatic water did not contribute much to a deep Eastern Mediterranean waters. Consequently the exchange of waters between the Adriatic and Mediterranean in deep layers slowed down. This resulted with colder South and Middle Adriatic deep waters in the areas where usually warmer and saltier LIW could be found (GRBEC et al., 2009). Normally, in the Ionian Sea the circulation was cyclonic until that period, while in late eighties circulation switched to anti-cyclonic (BORZELLI et al., 2009; GAČIĆ et al., 2010). Such conditions are consequences of large scale pressure distribution which changed winds and circulation in the surface and intermediate layers. The transient ended in mid-nineties when the circulation turned to normal, and stronger water exchange between the Adriatic and Mediterranean again took place.

Transient like conditions may trigger shifts in the ocean changing climate from one regime to another. Generally the climate regime is characterized by a stable mean value and variance of parameters throughout a longer period. The fast change to another climate state is defined as climate shift.

In the last century atmospheric parameters changed its climate regimes several times. Atmospheric stresses resulted with stress in the coupled atmospheric-marine environment. Stress may change the climate state from one stable regime to another. In this paper in detail we defined regimes of temperature and salinity in the water column of the middle Adriatic and have also determined the timing of the shifts. Our intension was detecting of thermohaline climate regimes as such, without going to details of the atmospheric processes connected to climate indexes responsible for these shifts.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

Time series of monthly values of temperature and salinity in the Middle Adriatic (Fig. 1.) for ocean stations OS1, OS2 and OS3 were analysed. Although monthly measurements in this transect started in fifties only the series for the period 1963-2004 were used, considering
the best coverage frequency. Available data for all three stations (Fig. 2.) show that most of measurements were performed in the warm part of the year. The measurements were done with classical methods until 1998 and CTD probe Sea Bird SBE 25 was used in the latter period. Details about methodology and data can be found in earlier works (BULJAN & ZORE-ARMANDA, 1966, 1979; ZORE-ARMANDA et al., 1991).

Changes of thermohaline properties of intermediate layer caused by climate are best observed in summer period (MJJ) in the intermediate layer of Split Gargano transect. Few missing data were replaced with overall mean for the station for May-July period (MJJ). This was done for the station OS2 for the year 2000 and for the station OS3 for 1984 and 2001. Therefore for these analyses continuous series of data (average for MJJ) was defined for three selected stations, which was necessary for the analysis of regime shift. As a consequence of seasonal sampling rate at the station OS3, June date prevail in the time series at this station. The time series are comparable since the thermohaline properties below 50 m in the Middle Adriatic Sea during summer are influenced mainly by advective processes and not by vertical atmospheric processes, while advective processes responsible for changes of temperature and salinity in the intermediate layer have low variability at seasonal scale (GRBEC, 1997).

The sequential t-test analysis for regime shift detection STARS method (RODIONOV, 2004) defines climate regimes as stable periods. This analysis is performed utilizing Student t-test which determines whether the next period in the investigated time series is significantly different from the previous period. If this is the case, the year in time series when it occurred is a start of a new regime. The hypothesis of existence of a new regime is tested based on subsequent
observations, using regime shift index (RSI). The RSI represents cumulative sum of normalized deviation from the empirical mean for the new regime. The determination of the regime is strongly dependent on the cut-off length $l$, probability level $p$ (RODIONOV & OVERLAND, 2005) and Huber parameter $H$ (HUBER, 1964). In this paper cut-off length is selected to $l=10$ years, $p=0.05$ and $H=2$ in order to give minor influence to the data which exceed 2 standard deviations. The sequential regime shift detection method is available at www.beringclimate.noaa.gov/RSI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We analysed the time series from 1963 to 2004 of temperature and salinity vertical profiles at stations OS1, OS2 and OS3 down to the deep layers (Fig. 3 and 4) and their anomalies standardized relative to the period 1963-1986 (Fig. 5 and 6).

In the period May to July the water profile is stratified at all the stations. We can see that going offshore (from OS1 to OS3) surface layer variability of temperature and salinity decreases while variability in deeper layers increases. Isotherm $15^\circ$C is a border between the layers influenced by atmospheric processes from the layer which is under stronger influence of advective processes (GRBEC, 1997).

The range of temperature in the intermediate layer was between $12^\circ$C and $15^\circ$C with significant interannual variability (Fig. 3). Starting from mid eighties the presence of colder water pool in deep layers is evident at all the stations. In

Fig. 3. Time evolution of vertical profiles (Hovmöller diagram) of average MJJ sea temperature [$^\circ$C] at stations OS1 a), OS2 b) and OS3 c). Vertical scales differ between stations

Fig. 4. Time evolution of vertical profiles (Hovmöller diagram) of average MJJ salinity at stations OS1 a), OS2 b) and OS3 c). Vertical scales differ between stations
the first period, during 23 years there were not warmer or colder periods longer than two years. Temperature anomalies below 50 m depth until 1987 oscillated mainly within one standard deviation (Fig. 5) around the mean from the period 1963-1986. In the period 1987-1998, the temperature below 50 m was lower than average for more than two standard deviations. The highest deviation from the mean is observed at OS2 in 1993 and 1996, where it was higher than four standard deviations.

Relatively low temperatures were present below thermocline, but not at the surface, pointing that advective processes did not bring in the area warmer and more salty Mediterranean waters in the Adriatic. This indicates the shift in climate regime. After 1998, the temperature conditions of intermediate layer turned back to previous values.

As already pointed, due to the EMT, the exchange of waters between the Adriatic and Mediterranean decreased in the period 1987-1998, and this lower ventilation resulted with lower temperatures of the Middle Adriatic waters. Similar phenomenon is also observed in the deep South Adriatic Pit (VILIBIĆ & ORLIĆ, 2001).

Lower salinities in the surface layer are best expressed at the station OS1, which is most exposed to the river influence. The depth of relatively low salinity 38.2 varies much and in some years reached down to 50 meters.

Between strong interannual variability at all stations we can distinguish period characterized by lower salinity values at station OS2 from 1987-1998, although less visible in salinity anomaly, as salinity is more conservative variable than temperature. However, evidence that the Adriatic did exchange less water with the Mediterranean is observed in lower oxygen content (GRBEC et al., 2009) and lower nutrient input (KUŠPILIĆ et al., 2004).

Positive anomalies are more frequent than negative, implying that most of the investigated period salinities were higher than the mean value for the 1963-1986. Salinity higher than 38.6 points to the years with higher intrusion of Mediterranean waters through the Otranto known as Adriatic ingressions. Episodes of higher intermediate layer salinity were recorded in 1968, 1978, 1982, 1987 and 2003. High positive anomalies appeared in 2003 at all the stations, especially at OS2. Between the year 1987 and 2003, no positive salinity anomalies were recorded. Strong positive anomaly in 2003 was caused by two reasons, higher Mediterranean intrusions and the absence of precipitation from February-August (GRBEC et al., 2007), impacting also low Neretva river runoff. This strong atmospheric anomaly was observed in the area of Northern Adriatic (LYONS et al., 2006) as well as in the Southern (MOROVIĆ et al., 2006). The atmospheric conditions in this period have modified thermohaline circulation in the whole Adriatic (ORLIĆ et al., 2007).

Fig. 5. Time evolution of vertical profiles (Hovmöller diagram) of MJJ standardized temperature anomaly at stations OS1 a), OS2 b) and OS3 c). Vertical scales differ between stations.
In the Fig. 7 the detected shifts for temperature a) and salinity b) in layers below 50 m are shown. In the period 1963-2004, the two shifts (according to Student’s t-test at significance level of \( p < 10^{-4} \)) were detected in intermediate layer temperature data. The two shifts separated the three regimes. First shift occurred approximately around 1987 and second around 1998. After second shift the system turned back to a warmer regime, although the thermohaline circulation was similar in the first and the third regime, implying higher intrusions from the Mediterranean. For defined periods for all stations and different depth layers the average and standard deviation for temperature and salinity are given in the Table 1.

After the period of 24 years in which there were not significant changes in the intermediate layer, the temperature shift occurred. Abrupt decrease of sea temperature in 1987 was the start of a different colder climate regime that lasted 12 years (Fig. 8). Temperature decrease was observed at all the three stations. In 1999, an abrupt increase of temperature occurred, e.g. the system turned to the third climate regime while its circulation probably turned to the state before the first shift.

It can be noted that at the station OS1 the temperature increased to a level higher than in the initial state, pointing that climate warming in the coastal sea might have taken place.
Table 1. Means and standard deviations of average May-July sea temperature and salinity for station OS2 during different Adriatic Sea climate regimes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>20.99 ± 1.14</td>
<td>20.96 ± 1.04</td>
<td>21.94 ± 0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.94 ± 0.96</td>
<td>19.59 ± 1.25</td>
<td>20.54 ± 1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>17.24 ± 0.86</td>
<td>16.50 ± 0.72</td>
<td>18.15 ± 1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>15.88 ± 0.50</td>
<td>15.03 ± 0.66</td>
<td>16.33 ± 0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>15.02 ± 0.34</td>
<td>14.09 ± 0.43</td>
<td>15.26 ± 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>14.56 ± 0.30</td>
<td>13.72 ± 0.37</td>
<td>14.80 ± 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>14.30 ± 0.32</td>
<td>13.53 ± 0.34</td>
<td>14.60 ± 0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Time series (black) and climate regimes (blue) for average May-July sea temperatures at stations OS1 (a) at 75 m, OS2 (b) at 100 m and OS3 (c) at 100 m

Fig. 9. Time series (black) and climate regimes (blue) for average May-July sea salinity at stations OS1 (a) at 75 m, OS2 (b) at 100 m and OS3 (c) at 100 m
Regimes of salinity are not synchronous with the regimes of temperature. At all the stations the average salinity for May-July in the intermediate layer shifted to higher values in 1978, as a result of Mediterranean intrusions. In 1991 the third salinity regime initiated at stations closer to the Eastern coast (OS1 and OS2) and salinities suddenly decreased. Significant decrease of salinity however, was not recorded at the station OS3. This station is not influenced only by the NW current but also by reversed current from the west coast (VILIBIĆ et al., 2008). After 1999 salinity turned to the regime of higher salinities at OS1 and OS2. Although, considering the results of STARS method, the synchronicity of salinity and temperature was not obtained, the drop of intermediate salinity was recorded in the period 1987-1998, accompanied with a drop of oxygen (GRBEC et al., 2009). The drop of salinity, temperature and oxygen point to the presence of old water mass as a consequence of low ventilation of the Adriatic Sea in that period.

The period of first climate regime (1963-1986) over wider Mediterranean area is characterized by a significantly different mean wind field than in the second climate regime (1987-1998) (Fig. 10). Over the Eastern Mediterranean the wind in the second period was much stronger than in the first period. In

![Figure 10: Mean wind field for February (ERA-40 reanalyses) for the period (a) 1963-1986 and for (b) 1987-1998](image-url)
the Ionian Sea wind direction changed from W to NW direction accompanied with increased speed. Changes in the wind field are also visible in the Otranto Strait where the wind was from SE direction and changed to North direction, e.g. the wind flows from the Adriatic Sea to the Ionian Sea. In the first climate regime the mean wind field for February over the Adriatic Sea shows characteristic wind field structure with NE wind over the Northern Adriatic and SE wind southward. In the second period, on contrary over the whole Adriatic wind was from NE direction. Although the wind didn’t change direction in the North Adriatic its speed considerably weakened in the second climate regime. This reduced its formation potential of cold water, which is important factor for circulation in the Adriatic Sea. The conditions in the wind field after 1987 have resulted with decrease for evaporation in the North Adriatic (GRBEC et al., 1998) while outbursts of polar air over the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean caused significant evaporation increase that caused EMT (SAMUEL et al., 1999). All these weakened the Adriatic ventilation and probably resulted with a second climate regime.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Analysis of May to July average temperature and salinity at the three stations along the transect Split-Gargano, revealed the three climate regimes (first until 1986, second from 1987 to 1998, third from 1999). All regimes are according to Student’s t-test significant at 0.01 level. Until 1986 the fluctuations of termohaline data of intermediate layer were within expected climate range. Mean temperature of intermediate layer in the second climate regime (13.72 ± 0.37 at OS2 at 75 m depth) was characterized with lower temperatures for more than two standard deviations in comparison with previous regime (14.56 ± 0.30 at OS2 at 75 m depth). Such thermohaline conditions took place until 1998, when the second shift occurred. After this shift the temperature abruptly increased e.g. turned to the values close to those before the first shift (14.80 ± 0.31 at OS2 at 75 m depth).

Although, considering the results of STARs method, the synchronicity of salinity and temperature was not obtained, the drop of intermediate salinity was recorded in the period 1987-1998, accompanied with a drop of oxygen (GRBEC et al., 1998). The drop of salinity, temperature and oxygen point to the presence of old water mass as a consequence of low ventilation of the Adriatic Sea in that period.

These changes in the marine environment are consequences of atmospheric changes over the area wider than the Mediterranean. Differences in thermohaline regimes are probably caused by different wind field pattern. Periods before and after the two shifts are characterized by rather strong exchange through the Otranto strait, while in the period between the shifts the EMT was crucial for lower exchange between the Adriatic Sea and the Mediterranean, as a consequence of changed wind pattern in the Ionian Sea as well as over the Adriatic Sea.
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